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Main Features

FM-Stereo RDS (RBDS) / AM
Digital Tuning Portable Receiver

PR-D15

. Rechargeable with (6) Ni/MH batteries and charging LED Indicator.   

   (Batteries not included). Folding Carrying Handle. Tone Control (Bass & Treble). Loudness On / Off. Sleep & Snooze Timer . Battery Power Indicator. Excellent Reception and Stereo Audio Performance. DSP Tuning System with Fine Tuning with 1 kHz Steps. 10 Memory Presets (5 FM, 5 AM). Auto Station Seek. Alarm by Radio or Humane Wake-Up System (HWS) Buzzer.. Stereo/Mono Selector Switch. 3.5mm Aux-in Socket & Headphone Jack. DC Adapter Input Jack with DC adaptor included. 200mm Ferrite AM Antenna Bar to Allow Best AM Reception. Radio Broadcast Data System (RBDS / RDS) with text function. Large Easy to Read Backlit LCD

Color

Gray

LCD Display with Radio Broadcast Data System (RBDS (US) / RDS 
(Europe) and Battery Power Indicator.
An easy-to-read LCD display shows you text with not only the station ID and 
time, but also the song name and artist. The segment-style LCD screen is 
backlit which makes it visible even across a room when lit.

Tone control (Bass & Treble)
Provides quick easy adjustment if listening to either music or talk radio. Gives 
the ability to achieve best voice clarity, especially when using AM radio.

Outstanding Audio Performance
With dual 2.5" special stereo speakers the PR-D15 is an extremely powerful 
and loud radio built into a light and portable package.

Alarm by Radio or Humane Wake-Up System (HWS) Buzzer.
Wake to your favorite choice of FM / AM station or--if you must--a classic 
buzzer alarm. The HWS Buzzer is a gradual alarm feature that gently raises 
the alarm volume, so it's not too jarring or abrupt. 

Advanced Technology for ECO Design 
The PR-D15 has the unique distinction of operating on Ni/MH, or standard "C" 
size alkaline batteries. While the unit is plugged in and not utilizing the 
rechargeable batteries; it recharges the batteries as long as you leave the 
switch into the rechargeable Ni/MH position. 
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Ultimate Portability and Versatility

Convenient Auxiliary Input
The PR-D15 offers additional audio flexibility as you can connect 
an external audio device such as an iPhone, Droid, iPod, MP3 or 
CD player using the 3.5mm Stereo Aux-in socket.

Convenient Radio Functions
The DSP Tuning System provides exact, fade-free FM reception, while a 
200mm Ferrite AM antenna bar allows exceptionally strong AM reception, 
providing you the best AM reception you have ever heard. Ten Memory 
Presets for 5 AM or 5 FM station selection are available and you can fill your 
presets using Auto Seek, which finds your active stations automatically 
through electronic tune control.

Built on the chassis of the extremely popular PR-D5, the PR-D15 continues 
Sangean's commitment to building radio's to high quality manufacturing 
standards complete with excellent sound performance, to provide ultimate 
portability in one light, yet elegantly designed and powerful radio. Whether in 
your home, outside in your back-yard or for time at the beach, the versatility 
and performance of the PR-D15 makes it the best AM / FM digital radio on the 
market, second to none.

The PR-D15 has a folding carrying handle for 
easy transportation making it easy to "grab 
and go".

With standard AC power or (6) C-size 
batteries or (6) NiMH batteries, the PR-D15 
is powered up and ready to go, no matter 
what environment you are in. (Batteries not 
included) .

Loudness On/ Off
If listening to the PR-D15 in an office setting, at home or in any location where 
it is at a lower volume level, the PR-D15 can compensate the bass (lower 
frequencies) and treble (higher frequencies) providing a rich sound quality. 

Snooze timer function
When you have those mornings when you just cannot get out of bed, the PR-
D15 has a handy snooze timer function that has the flexibility of being able to 
be set for 5/10/15/20 minute increments, depending on how much time you can 
afford to “sleep-in”.


